Why tomorrow’s professionals choose Hewlett-Packard’s first family of advanced calculators today.

They’re proven performers. In space. On Everest. In the labs of Nobel laureates. Since we built the first, back in 1972, our advanced calculators have been tested by millions worldwide, and they’ve passed.

They have staying power. Today’s classroom problems quickly grow into tomorrow’s on-the-job problems. HP calculators are designed and built to handle both. They’re investments in a future that happens fast.

They’re straightforward. “Advanced” doesn’t mean “complicated.” It means “uncomplicated.” HP calculators are, above all, straightforward.

They’re easy to use. HP calculators not only grow with you; they grow on you. They feel natural, comfortable because we designed them to work like you think.

They’re efficient. HP calculators take the direct approach. All feature RPN, a time-saving, parenthesis-free logic system. All programmables feature a memory-saving keycode merging capability.

They’re personal. Professionals design their own ways to solve their particular problems, and they expect their calculators to be versatile enough to accommodate them. Ours are.

There’s a variety. To say we offer a full line is an understatement. We offer a choice. That’s why we publish a unique “Selection Guide” that spells out the capabilities of each. Your HP dealer has your free copy.

(800) 648-4711. The number to call for more information and your HP dealer’s name and address (unless you’re in Nevada, in which case you can call 323-2704).

HP-39C. Our NEW Programmable with Continuous Memory. $195.00*

by 98-step program memory and 16 of its 30 storage registers stay “on” even when the calculator is “off.” You can store programs and data for as long as you wish. Continuous Memory plus fully merged keycodes bring typical program memory capacity to 175 keystrokes and beyond: Insert/delete editing. Conditional and unconditional branching. Three levels of subroutines. 10 decision tests. Exceptional versatility at an exceptional price.

HP-21 Scientific. $85.00*

Tack on an expanded math and trig section. Plus hyperbolic functions, real and complex numbers. 12-digit extended memory.

HP-22 Business Management. $125.00*

A new level of management needs: Converts statistical, statistical and mathematical capabilities, enables business- and finance-oriented functions in both standard and scientific scientific.

HP-15 Scientific Programmable. $150.00*

Solves repetitive problems automatically. Enter a formula once; thereafter only variables. Requires no software; no computer language. Ideal for sales, finance, accounting, business, engineering, science.

HP-67 Fully Programmable. $450.00*

The most powerful pocket calculator ever built. 22-step program memory. 26 storage registers. Smart card reader records contents of both. Full merged keycodes increase program memory capacity up to 500 keystrokes and beyond. Superior editing capabilities.
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